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The Return eniil5i('Osvee as a Style of Ci S\

Takeshi KAMATANI, K6beUniversity

  Tao Yuan-ming (365-427)'s The Return enill3i{'[År`es\ is not only one of the

most well-known elegic verses, but also the one and only written in a style of

ci G\ in his literary works. Why did he choose the style of ci among so many

styles and genres, when he decided to abandon his othce and return home?

There is no doubt that when he wrote The Return he kept The Elegies of Chu

(Chu Ci) in his mind. He used the word, "xi" 'Cek which was characteristic of

The Elegt'es of Chu, the last paragraph which begins with the phrase "It is ak

over"  ezSl[IZ is similar to surnniarization form "luan" esL in The Etegr'es of Chu

which also often begins with the phrase "It is all over" Eiglue. The style of ci

has its origin in The Elegr'es of Chu.

  Taking it into consideration that Tao Yuan-rning decided to renounce the

world and write this declaration to lead a secluded ure, we can find close re-

lationship to the chapter of The engagn'ng the hemaits (Zhao Yinshi) re waÅ} in

The Elegies of Chu.

  A number of poems similar to those of engaging the hemit were written in

the era of Westem Jin Dynasty, several decades before Tao Yuan-ming. Hav-

ing based upon these poems, he chose the style of ci which was closely
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associated with The Elegt'es of Chu. Therefore, he used the phrase "Go back

home" eeiil5i(, in order to declare himseif against being engaged as a hemit.

                 Xie Lingyun ottwtfi's Shanju LLIE

                       The literature of ÅqJu E'År (II)

         Mareshi SAITo, National Institute of Japanese Literature

  Xie Lingyun's Shanju fu LU EPrt is the great fu text which succeed to Pan

Yue ?ts Ei's Xianju fu PfireFrt, on whose features and its importance in Chinese

medieval literature I explained in my former essay : The literature oflu -a

view Pointfor Shanshui LLIzk 1 Yinyi K#.Lt literature ofSix dynasties (lournal of

Chinese Literature, vol. XLII).

  These two fu, however, are very contrastive in an essential point. While

Pan Yue's Xianju is modestly settled near the capital and its fu praises the vir-

tue of the empire, Xie Lingyun's Shanju is constructed disregarding the capital

and its fu declares own superiority over the capita1 in beauty and magnificence.

Shanju fu is a successor of lingdu fu JEI. 6KPit, but on the other hand an usur-

per of it.

  Shanju fu is noted in detail by author himself, and his self-notes which na-

rrate the topography of his Shanju according to his walking is contrastive to

the body text which describes picturesquely the beauty of it. We must pay

attention to the fact that his notes are very effective to combine the beauty of

his Shanju into the real topography of it, and so Shanju fu attains being the

greatest masterpiece in Shanshui literature. In addition, Xie Lingyun's poems

written on his Shanju, whose titles frequently mention author's geographical

position, unifY these elements: picturesque beauty and real topography. Xie

Lingytin tried to realize his ideal world by makmg full use of his literary skill,

and he succeeded in it.

         Iln approach to Cheng-nan Lian-ju lpteTilHft'h]

             of Han Yu rk.tf.?e, and Meng Jiao [iftg'B

                  K6z6 KAwAI, Ky6to University

The tradition of linked verse in Chna was revived by the Da-li JlÅqpmH poets
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and got popular among Mid-Tang PFi te Literati, of whom two groups were

most notable. One was led by Bai Ju-yi E]ea and Liu Yu-xi XIJ pten, whose

linked verse grew out of their friendship. The other was led by Han Yu and

Meng Jiao. They competed each other in their poetic art and experimented

with new expressions. In this article I offer a close reading of the frrst part of

their representative work "Cheng-nan Lian-ju". They deal with fresh subject

matters, and their description is unique in their determined avoidance of stale

poetic diction.

  This new poetic style directly influenced Li He !IFikP , especially in Chang-gu

shi HH A ff . However, the two pieces are quite dfferent. For example, while

"Cheng-nan Lian-1'u", though very concrete in its description, is not about any

real place, in Chang-gu shi, Li He when evidently writing about the scenery of

Chang-gu, his home country, created an imaginary world out of a real place.

                      Chinese Dialect and I

                    Li Rulong, Amoy University

TRANSLATIONS AND NOTES:
Zhu2iyulei, Lunwen 7

        Hiroshi K6zEN, Ytiko KIzu, Ky6to University. Mareshi SAiT6,
    National Institute of Japanese Literature.

MISCELLANEOUS:
Studies of Chnese Poetry in America from 1962 to 1996, Part 2-3

       William H. Niehauser, Jr., University of Wisconsin.
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